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Optical deformations of azobenzene polymers:
orientation approach vs. other concepts

Marina Saphiannikova, *a Vladimir Toshchevikov b and Nina Tverdokhleb †a

It has been 30 years since the discovery of surface restructuring in thin azopolymer films by two

independent research groups. A wide variety of topographical structures have been created by the

application of two-/four-beam interference patterns, space light modulators and even helical beams.

There are a number of comprehensive reviews which describe in detail the advances in superficial

photopatterning of azopolymer films and macroscopic deformations of azonetworks. The theoretical

approaches are only briefly touched on in these reviews and often are accompanied by the remark that

the phenomenon is far from being understood. In this review, we would like to present the polymer

theoretist’s point of view on this intriguing problem. We begin by describing a multitude of theoretical

approaches and commenting on the pluses and drawbacks of each. Importantly, we show that in most

cases the presence of an azopolymer matrix is either ignored or limited to a specific class of

azopolymers (liquid-crystalline or elastomeric). We then move to early orientation approaches based on

the hypothesis that reorientation of azo-chromophores by modulated polarized light is the sole cause of

superficial patterning. At the end of the review a modern orientation approach, as proposed by our own

group, is presented. This approach has high predictive power because it can explain a large pool of

experimental data for different classes of azopolymers including glassy and liquid-crystalline materials.

This is made possible by taking into account both the light-induced orientation process and the change

of anisotropic interactions between the chromophores upon their isomerization. Last but not least, this

is the only approach that provides an estimate of the light-induced stress large enough to cause plastic

deformations of glassy azopolymers. Recent finite element modeling results show remarkable similarity

to real patterns and even time-dependent data are well explained. With this, we claim that the puzzle is

finally understood and the orientation approach is ready for its implementation for major azopolymer

classes.

Introduction

Recent advances in the fourth generation (4G) of optics reveal
that modulating orientation of the anisotropic axis in liquid-
crystalline (LC) materials allows the production of planar
optical elements with a few micrometer thickness.1 A dramatic
reduction in size and hence weight enables 4G optical solutions
for space telescopes and even solar sails.2 The key process to
modulate the orientation of LC molecules is based on the
photoalignment of ultrathin layers composed of photosensitive
anisometric molecules. Certain azobenzene (azo) dyes are
among the most effective photoalignment materials. Visible

light of blue-green wavelengths induces cyclic trans–cis isomer-
ization, which results in a predominant orientation of the
azobenzenes perpendicular to the light polarization, where
the absorption is minimized. The azodye photoalignment layer
of only a few nanometer thicknesses dictates the alignment of a
micrometer-thick layer of LC molecules deposited on it. Optical
patterning of the alignment layer can be performed nowadays
with an extremely high resolution, see Fig. 1. Low-cost and fast
fabrication of very complex orientational patterns makes it
possible to produce all the variety of planar optical components
with 499% efficiency across a broadband of wavelengths (from
UV to IR).

The revolutionary advance of 4G optics is accompanied by
no less impressive achievements in fabrication of reconfigur-
able topographical structures. The key process lies again in the
photoalignment of azodyes, which are attached to the polymer
backbones in side-chains. The photosensitive azopolymer layer
has a micrometer thickness and its surface can be easily
reconfigured by applying irradiation with modulated light,
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where either intensity or polarization varies spatially. A well-
known example is the restructuring of polymer films under
irradiation with a two-beam interference pattern.3,4 Here, the
topographical changes mimic the distribution of light, forming
sinusoidal surface relief gratings (SRGs), that appear in addi-
tion to a birefringence grating.5–7 The topography profile can be
made asymmetrical by changing the angle between the two
interfering beams8 or by rotating the polarization pattern
produced by orthogonally polarized beams.9

Not only one-dimensional linear gratings but also two-
dimensional periodic structures can be inscribed onto the film
surface, see Fig. 2. The latter can be produced by two-step
irradiation with the second step performed after rotating the
film by 601 or 901 about its normal with respect to the writing

beam.5,10 Recent examples include irradiation with a four-beam
interference pattern,11 tuned to have a constant spatial intensity
and simultaneous irradiation with four close wavelengths.12 These
complex patterns produce two-dimensional vortex-like structures
and beat-like structures. Despite a wide variety of established and
new practical applications such as guiding templates for living
cells,13 azo-structures with light-controlled wettability,14,15 multi-
plexed gratings for emerging display applications16 and many
others, azopolymers still elude a clear physical mechanism that
would convincingly explain the appearance of topographical
structures.

It is important to point out that the spatial structure of
photo-alignment and deformations in azopolymers is directly
controlled by the spatial distribution of the polarization direc-
tion and intensity of light. Therefore, not only micro- and

Fig. 1 Azodye alignment patterns for 4G optical lens (a) and prism (b). The
angle a describing molecular orientation varies linearly along a Cartesian
coordinate x for a prism (c) and it is a parabolic function of the radial
coordinate r for a lens. Reproduced from ref. 1 with permission from John
Wiley & Sons, copyright 2021.
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nanoscale patterns of alignment17–20 and deformations21,22 can
be generated in azopolymers by irradiation with micro- and
nanoscale structured light, but macroscopic deformations of
azo-containing polymers have also been observed.23,24 Incor-
poration of azo-chromophores into liquid-crystalline polymers
provides a possibility for a significant macroscopic photome-
chanical response in such multicomponent photosensitive
materials7,25 which can be quickly controlled by variation of
intensity and polarization direction of the light. As examples, a
reversible bending–unbending behavior in monodomain26,27

and polydomain28,29 LC azo-containing samples under irradia-
tion with ultraviolet and visible light can be mentioned.
Imprinting complex local director distributions into LC azopo-
lymers opens the possibility of observing fancy photo-
responses: helical motions,30 three-dimensional fingerprints in
cholesteric LC azonetworks,31 a light-driven artificial flytrap,32 a
caterpillar-like crawling and wave-like movements.33 It is interest-
ing to note that the motions of some of these azopolymers imitate
nontrivial mechanical movements of living systems.32–34

Azobenzene-containing polymers, which can change their shape
and alignment when irradiated with light, are therefore very
perspective materials for the construction of light-driven sensors,
actuators,35 artificial muscles36 and other photo-controllable
devices.

An important property of azopolymers is that they act as
transducers, wirelessly and directly converting the energy of
light into mechanical stress.27,37 The spatial distribution of the
stress magnitude and its principal axes can be specified with
high precision using either two-/four-beam interference pat-
terns or space light modulators. This allows a wide variety of
optical deformations to be achieved, which can be further
tuned by using different wavelengths of light.38 The advantage
of photoinduced deformations is that they can be altered easily
and quickly, for example by changing the phase of the irradia-
tion pattern.39

In summary, the incorporation of azo-chromophores into
polymers allowed researchers to produce broad classes
of photosensitive materials for various applications, including
inscription of SRGs onto surfaces of glassy azopolymers,
macroscopic deformation of azonetworks, sophisticated

photomechanical responses in LC azo-containing polymers,
azo-materials for optics of fourth generation, etc. On the other
hand, for the further development of azo-materials, it is neces-
sary to have a theoretical picture that explains the experimental
facts and predicts new features of these materials. Therefore,
the aim of the present review is, first, to present different
theoretical concepts developed for specific applications and
to discuss why many of them do not work for broad classes of
azo-materials. The second goal of the review is to present a
modern theoretical approach based on orientation mechanism
of photo-ordering and deformation and to show the univers-
ality of this orientation approach for application to all known
classes of azo-materials.

Photofluidization vs. plasticization
under the force

Before reviewing multiple models, especially those proposed
for the explanation of SRG inscription, it is important to
acknowledge the existence of azopolymers with photoinduced
reversible solid-to-liquid transition. The glass transition tem-
perature of such polymers can be decreased below the room
temperature by irradiation with ultraviolet light.40–42 This
makes them particularly suitable for applications as healable
coatings, for example in the photo-assisted rehabilitation of
pipelines.43 A special molecular design facilitates a photoin-
duced solid-to-liquid transition: the presence of azobenzene-
type chromophores and long alkyl chains as the spacer and the
tail of a side-chain.

In this review, another type of glassy azopolymer will be
considered, that is used for inscription of topographical struc-
tures. To ensure a long-term thermal stability of the inscribed
patterns, the glassy azopolymers are applied with no decrease
of Tg under irradiation with either ultraviolet or visible light.41

Only weak photosoftening has been found over the years, as
described in detail in ref. 44. Moreover, an increase in tem-
perature up to the glass transition, and hence considerable
photosoftening, was found to be destructive for an inscription
of SRGs.45,46 In spite of this, most models which we will discuss
in the next section rely a priori on the concept of extreme light-
induced plasticization47 or directional photofluidization.48,49

The need to assume that glassy azopolymers undergo a photo-
induced transition into a low-viscosity fluid comes from the fact
that the magnitude of predicted forces is extremely low in most
models. However, significant deformations during topographi-
cal restructuring of the azopolymer in the glassy state indicate
the generation of large and even giant stresses. They can be as
high as 1 GPa, which was confirmed both experimentally50,51

and theoretically.44,52,53

The light-induced plasticization takes place but not due to a
tremendous decrease in material parameters. It occurs similar
to conventional glassy polymers when they are stretched above
the yield point. The plastic flow can be induced by a high
enough force. And since the visible light is able to generate
considerable stresses, the azopolymers of the second type

Fig. 2 AFM topography of the cross grating produced by two-step
irradiation. The second step was performed after rotating the film by 601
about its normal. Adapted from ref. 10 with permission from John Wiley &
Sons, copyright 2005.
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accumulate significant plastic deformation with irradiation
time, which usually exceeds minutes.

Theoretical concepts

Discovery of surface relief gratings3,4 in 1995 prompted the
researchers to propose different microscopic mechanisms for
explanation of this puzzling phenomenon. A comprehensive
review about early theoretical approaches can be found in
Chapter 5 ‘‘Photoinduced mass transport’’ of the book ‘‘Azo
Polymers’’ by Wang.27 Some mechanisms – thermal gradients3

and pressure gradients54,55 – are not able to explain inscription
of SRGs under irradiation with the polarization interference
patterns. In particular, RL and SP patterns are characterized by
constant light intensity over a period of the optical grating and
would not give rise to any thermal or pressure gradients. No
wonder that both mechanisms were critically assessed by the
research community and discarded. The mechanism of electric
field gradients – original formalism proposed in 1998 by the
group of Tripathy47 and its modifications56–58 – has been quite
popular due to the easiness with which it explains a strong
polarization dependence of the grating growth. However, already in
2004, it was shown by one of the authors59 that this mechanism
leads to negligible force densities. Quite recently, yet another
modification of this mechanism60 has been applied to interpret
the appearance of asymmetric profiles under the interference of
two beams with orthogonal polarization.9 Taking this opportunity,
we provide a fresh estimate of the density of electromagnetic force
in the following section to show that such a smallish force cannot
deform any sample. Popular mechanisms also include anisotropic
diffusion of azobenzenes,61–63 LC interactions between trans-
isomers of azobenzenes64 and light-induced orientation of
azobenzenes.65 In spite of a large number of theoretical interpreta-
tions that have been proposed over the years, only a couple of them
consider the features of underlying molecular architecture. Neither
the reorientation of azo-chromophores nor the reorganisation of
the polymer matrix is taken into account in most models.

A Surface relief gratings

1 Optical gradient theories. Tripathy & co., Baldus and
Zilke. The original formalism is based on the forces acting on
induced electric dipoles in an inhomogeneous electric field.47 The
light field E(r, ot) induces in a polymer layer with the complex
susceptibility w = wR + iwi the polarization field P(r, t) = e0wE(r, ot),
where e0 is the vacuum permittivity. Both fields oscillate at the
optical frequency o. The time-averaged force density56

fopt ¼ ðPðr;otÞ � rÞEðr;otÞh i ¼ wR
2
EðrÞ � rEðrÞ: (1)

The force density was estimated in ref. 59 for the interference
pattern RL at typical experimental conditions: the wavelength of
laser l = 488 nm and the recording intensity of I = 100 mW cm�2.
The magnitude of fopt was shown to be defined by the prefactor

fmax ¼
2p
l
e0wRE0

2 with E0
2 ¼ 2I

e0c
(2)

Taking wR = 1, the estimate fmax = 102 N m�3 – two orders of
magnitude smaller than the density of the gravitational force
fmax = 104 N m�3 – was obtained. Two important remarks should
be made here.

First, the incorporation of azo-chromophores into a polymer
layer does not affect its susceptibility wR, which stays to be
slightly larger than 1. Hence, eqn (1) can be applied to any
polarizable medium or to any conventional polymer. However,
interference patterns of laser light are only able to deform
azopolymers and do not deform conventional polymers.

Second, the optical gradient force is negligible because the
gradient of the light field takes place over a period of the optical
grating, D = l/(2 sin y). With 2y = 301, which is a typical angle
between interfering beams, D E 2l. Although Tripathy & co. did
not provide any estimate, they were fully aware of a small
magnitude of the optical force. Already in the very first
paper,47 they refer to the experiment of Ashkin & co.:66 ‘‘such
optical gradient forces, although weak, have been known to
exert forces that trap and move latex microspheres in fluids.’’
We note that Ashkin & co. used not only a strongly focused
Gaussian beam with the waist o0 = l/2 but also water as a
carrier fluid.

The only way to save the optical gradient theory was to
propose an extreme light-induced plasticization of a polymer
layer, which should decrease its viscosity to the value of water.
This was done by presuming that the efficient trans–cis cycling
is one of the critical factors that allow the motion of the
polymer chains. The surface effect was named as another
crucial factor. These two assumptions made the optical gradi-
ent theory solely applicable to azopolymer films. The conse-
quences were quite dramatic. As we discuss in ref. 44, it was
exactly the moment when the misleading concept of a liqui-
dized azopolymer has been born.

Interestingly, three years later, Baldus and Zilke57 noticed
that eqn (1) cannot be correct. According to the textbook of E.
Schmutzer,67 the expression for electric force density should
contain two terms:

fel ¼
1

2
DðrÞ � rEðrÞ � EðrÞ � rDðrÞð Þ (3)

where D(r) = e0eE(r) is the electric displacement. What is
immediately apparent is that the electric force density is exactly
zero, if the permittivity e and therefore the susceptibility of the
polarized medium is constant. Note that optical gradient force
in an aqueous solution of latex spheres appears due to a strong
contrast in the refractive indexes of polystyrene and water. This
effect has been lost when applying the original formula from
Ashkin’s paper to explain the appearance of surface relief
gratings. Therefore, Baldus and Zilker57 proposed to take into
account the fact that ‘‘a refractive index modulation often
precedes the generation of SRGs.’’ In particular, they consid-
ered side-chain azopolymers, which become anisotropic under
irradiation with the polarized light due to reorientation of side
chains. Unfortunately, the generalization of optical gradient
theory by Baldus and Zilke does not increase the magnitude of
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the force. It stays negligible because exactly the same ingredi-
ents are used to build eqn (3).

Yet, another modification of the optical gradient theory was
proposed in 2006 by Kumar & co.,60 who included the magnetic
effect and the absorption of the medium. The time-averaged
electromagnetic force density is given by

fem = �h(r�P)Ei + hP � (r � E)i (4)

The authors calculated the components of fem for two linearly
polarized interfering beams. Eqn (19)–(25) of ref. 60 show that
the magnitude of fem is defined by the same prefactor fmax and
thus the electromagnetic force can deform only the samples
whose viscosity is close to that of water. Even the polymer melt
cannot be deformed by such a negligible force, not to say glassy
azopolymers.

Finally, we would like to bring another argument against the
optical gradient theory and its modifications. The experiments
on light-induced reshaping of regular arrays show that indivi-
dual azopolymer microposts68,69/micropillars14,70 uniaxially
deform under homogeneous irradiation. The laser spot in these
experiments is expanded in such a way to have constant
intensity. The direction of light polarisation is also fixed. This
can only mean that azopolymer samples deform even in the
absence of any optical gradients.

2 Anisotropic diffusion of Nunzi & co., Bellini et al. The
group of Nunzi & co.61,62 proposed a simple diffusion model to
explain the appearance of surface relief gratings. In two papers,
published simultaneously in January 1998, the authors con-
sider anisotropic photoinduced diffusion of azobenzene dyes in
polymer matrices. It is assumed that after one photoisomeriza-
tion cycle, an azo-molecule moves forward or backward in a
direction parallel to its former orientation, i.e. along its long
axis, see Fig. 3. The photoinduced diffusion length L is chosen
to be 3 nm in ref. 62 and 100 nm in ref. 61.

The latter choice is justified by the authors ‘‘a priori by the
fact that even high Tg polymers are soft with respect to move-
ments induced by photo-induced isomerization’’. The angular
distribution of dyes is taken to be isotropic in ref. 62 due to
weak laser intensities I B 5 mW cm�2 and anisotropic in

ref. 61, as predicted by angular hole burning, at intermediate
I B 50 mW cm�2. The angular distribution is time independent
in both versions of the model: ‘‘when a molecule comes to a
certain point, its orientation instantaneously relaxes to the
average orientation distribution at this point’’.61 The authors
calculate one-directional migration of azo-molecules along the
grating vector for two intensity interference patterns PP and SS.
‘‘As the dye molecules do not escape from the polymer film,
and as only the upper surface of the polymer film is modu-
lated’’, an amplitude of the concentration grating dN is simply
related to an amplitude dh of the SRG:

dh/h = FdN/N (5)

Here, h is the light penetration depth, N is the initial concen-
tration of azo-molecules and F is their fill fraction. Both
versions of the model predict that the PP interference pattern
is more effective than the SS one, in accordance with the
experiment.71

As we can see from this short description, a crucial assump-
tion of the model is that the mechanical switching between two
isomerization states should push an azo-molecule to move
along its long axis. Recent all-atomistic computer simulations
do not confirm this modeling assumption. It is observed, how
the azo-molecules ‘‘wobble’’ near their initial positions during
photoisomerization cycles, being gradually reoriented under
the action of linearly polarized light.72,73 No photoinduced
translation diffusion has been observed. Besides, one does
not find in ref. 61 and 62 any estimate of the force that could
cause such large translation moves through a dense polymer
matrix. It is difficult to imagine that azodyes can be catapulted
over 100 nm even if they are placed into a liquid carrier. Finally,
the model of anisotropic diffusion contains no information,
how the spatial redistribution of azo-molecules can be trans-
lated to the polymer chains. The existence of a polymer matrix
is accounted for solely through the introduction of phenomen-
ological factor F in eqn (5): F E 0.5 for the guest–host system
with 50% of dye content and can achieve F E 1 for side-chain
azopolymers.61 In the absence of light intensity grating, the
model would predict a zero amplitude of the concentration
grating, and hence, no surface changes should appear under
irradiation with polarization interference patterns.

The model of anisotropic diffusion has been reinvented by
Bellini et al.63 in 2006 as a random-walk model of molecular
motors. First, the authors consider the main characteristics of
the motion. Importantly, they acknowledge that the polariza-
tion interference pattern RL inscribes a significant SRG and
conclude: ‘‘matter is put in motion by the polarization gradi-
ent’’. Probably, exactly this observation leads to a main assump-
tion that azobenzene performs a one-dimensional random walk
along the polarization direction. Note the difference in the
assumed direction of the photoinduced diffusion compared to
the original assumption made by Nunzi & co.61,62 Each isomer-
ization event results in a motion of the azobenzene which drags
the molecule to which it is grafted. Interestingly, in the case of
side-chain azopolymers, the authors write that ‘‘the light-
induced motion could be regarded as a consequence of the

Fig. 3 Photoinduced worm-like motion of the azo-molecule. After one
photoisomerization cycle, it moves along its long axis by an average
amount L. Reproduced from ref. 62 with permission from Elsevier, copy-
right 1998.
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orientation of the polymers’ main chain’’. Successful inscrip-
tion of SRGs on azo-dendrimer films is considered as proof
which overrules this assumption. As a consequence, the model
fully ignores the anisotropic orientation of azobenzenes and
hence a structural reorganization of the polymer matrix.

The study contains a number of valuable estimates that
show (1) a negligible temperature increase of the exposed
surface of the glassy azopolymer; (2) a considerable mass of
the structural unit (equivalent to 60 carbon atoms in PMMA
DR1) to be dragged by one azobenzene; (3) the random-walk
step of 1–2 nm (‘‘in polymers may seem quite large’’). To
account for the effects of a polarization interference pattern,
the step is assumed to be modulated along the grating vector. It
is a pity that no results are presented for this particular pattern,
the effects of which are difficult to comprehend. In any case,
the main assumption of the model contradicts the experi-
mental results which proved the absence of anisotropic diffu-
sion along the light polarization direction.74

The photoinduced molecular diffusion (PIMD) model of
Juan et al.75,76 has the same central assumption as Nunzi &
co.:61,62 after absorbing a photon, an azo-molecule moves along
its long axis. In Monte Carlo simulations, the displacement in
the direction of the molecular dipole is implemented. It is
discussed that the equiprobable forward–backward displace-
ment would not change the tendency of azobenzenes to accu-
mulate in the lower intensity regions. The photoinduced
reorientation of azobenzenes is reproduced by taking into
account an angular dependence of the absorption probability.
The authors claim that they have found excellent agreement
with the experimental results for the Gaussian beam5 and the
intensity interference patterns. A closer look reveals that the
Monte Carlo simulations are done for dipole vectors distributed
randomly on a 3D grid with a low occupation density. The
photoinduced translation length of these dipoles is allowed to
take very large values, up to 150 nm, which is defined by the
grid discretization. Doing these giant jumps, the dipoles do not
experience any resistance, because there is no polymer chains
to which they are attached to. The MC simulations of azoben-
zenes are done effectively in a vacuum state. The authors
conclude that the PIMD model ‘‘incorporates fundamental
dipole interactions with an illumination field’’,76 but do not
provide any expression for these interactions which would
allow estimation of the force magnitude. Besides, it is not clear
how this model can explain the appearance of surface relief
gratings under irradiation with the polarization interference
patterns. The deformation of azopolymer microposts68,69 under
homogeneous irradiation is obviously beyond comprehension
for the PIMD model.

To explain light-driven spiral transport in azopolymer films,
Ambrosio et al.77 in 2013 combined the concept of photoin-
duced anisotropic diffusion with the assumption that a free
polymer surface favors the diffusion of azo-molecules. This was
done to link a previously proposed phenomenological model21

with a specific microscopic mechanism. Similar to the PIMD
model of Juan et al.,75,76 the angular dependent excitation
probability is used to calculate the mass current density. To

simplify the analysis, the orientation of azobenzenes is taken to
be isotropic. The authors explain that accounting for the
anisotropic orientation of azobenzenes in their microscopic
model will lead to higher than quadratic order terms in the
optical field. The height variations are directly related to the
transverse derivatives of the mass current averaged over
the film thickness. The final expression coincides with that of
the phenomenological model,21 having the bulk contribution:

Dhbulkðx; yÞ ¼ cb@k
2 E�l El

� �
þ 2cb@k@l E�l Ek

� �
þ cb@k

2 Ezj j2 (6)

and the surface contribution:

Dhsurfðx; yÞ ¼ 2cs@kRe E�z El

� �
; k; l ¼ x; y: (7)

According to the authors, the surface contribution vanishes
identically for most illumination geometries, but it is essential
for the explanation of spiral relief patterns induced by the
vortex light beams. These beams are tightly focused, which
results in substantial component Ez along their propagation
direction. The coefficients cb B Db and cs B Ds are proportional
to the diffusion constants of azobenzenes in the bulk and close
to the surface. The simulated patterns lose their spiral shape if
the ratio Ds/Db deviates from 10. For this ratio, the estimated
single random-walk step is 4 Å in the bulk and 12 Å close to the
surface, which is quite reasonable.

Ambrosio et al.77 applied their microscopic model to the
intensity interference patterns PP and SS with the outcome that
the amplitude of the PP grating should be exactly three times
larger than the amplitude of the SS grating. The authors
mention that this value does not agree with the results of most
experiments. A similar discrepancy is found for irradiation with
a single Gaussian beam. The authors ascribe these discrepan-
cies mainly to neglecting light-induced orientation effects,
which should stop absorption of azo-molecules and thus their
movement. They speculate that this ‘‘orientational bleaching’’
is counteracted by mass transport. However, recent studies
from Jelken et al.8,39,78 confirm that the growth of birefringence
grating is saturated much earlier than the growth of surface
grating, especially for PIPs such as RL and SP. This shows that
the microscopic model of Ambrosio et al., similar to other
models on anisotropic diffusion, lacks an essential ingredient.
Namely, an explanation of how the movement of azo-molecules
is coupled to the movement of polymer chains. Besides, the
model experiences obvious problems in predicting the effi-
ciency of polarization interference patterns. For example, it is
predicted that the amplitude of RL grating should be the same
as the amplitude of the SS grating. Similar to most models, the
deformations under homogeneous irradiation, i.e. in the
absence of optical gradients, cannot be explained.

3 LC interactions of Pedersen et al. A quite promising mean-
field theory was proposed in 1998 by Pedersen et al.64 to explain
the inscription of SRGs on LC side-chain azopolymers by two
orthogonally polarized beams. Such beams produce the polar-
ization interference patterns (SP, �45 and RL) with constant
intensity across the film. In their other studies,79,80 the authors
observed that the azobenzenes ‘‘tend to be oriented along a
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direction perpendicular to the polarization state’’. This holds
not only for the linearly polarized light but also for the
circularly polarized light. The corresponding highly ordered
states have the order parameter Slin = �1/2 with respect to the
electric field vector and Scirc = 1 with respect to the propagation
direction z. With this, Pedersen et al.64 seem to be the first, who
claimed that the circularly polarized light should align chro-
mophores perpendicular to the plane of the film surface.

A main assumption of the theory is that attractive interac-
tions arise primarily between azo-chromophores oriented side
by side, see Fig. 4. When the light polarization is along the y
direction, the attractive forces are balanced everywhere due to
translational symmetry along this direction. Consequently, only
the x component of the electric field may contribute to the mass
transport and thus the SS pattern cannot produce any grating.
In the general case of elliptical polarization, the authors define
effective order parameters using the linear interpolation
between two limiting cases of linear and circular polarizations:

Seff = Scirce + |Slin|(1 � e)cos g, (8)

where e is the light ellipticity and g is the angle between the
electric field and the x-axis. The mean-field theory predicts that
the azobenzenes migrate into regions characterized by a large
value of Seff. Hence, the peaks of SRG should appear at
positions with circular polarization in the case of SP and �45
patterns and horizontal polarization in the case of RL patterns.
These predictions contradict the assignment made for glassy
azopolymers: the peaks appear either at the positions with
vertical polarization for �45 and RL patterns or at the positions
with linear polarization for the SP patterns.39,81,82 With this, the
author’s belief that ‘‘the model should be valid in the case of
glassy polymers as well’’ does not come true. It is known that
attractive interactions between the chromophores are negligi-
ble in glassy azopolymers. Therefore, the mean-field theory
cannot be applied to them. Nevertheless, Pederson et al.64 were
also the first who correctly predicted the doubling of a grating
period for the SP pattern, which was observed both in LC and
glassy azopolymers. To the strengths of their approach belong
an account of the orientation state for the general case of
elliptical polarization and the influence of translational sym-
metry along the y direction. As the weaknesses, we should name
again the absence of the force estimate which should arise from
the LC interactions between azo-chromophores and a total
neglect of the polymer matrix. Similar to the PIMD
model,75,76 the reorientation and migration of azobenzenes
take place in a vacuum.

4 Dipole–dipole interaction of Gadidei et al. In 2002,
Gaididei et al.83 proposed a theory of photoinduced
deformation based on the interactions between electric
dipoles ordered by irradiation with polarized light. Since two
isomeric states of an azo-chromophore have different shapes,
the authors correctly note ‘‘that the dipole moments in these
states may differ significantly’’. Assuming that the directions of
the trans-, cis- and transition dipole moments coincide for the
same molecule, the relative change Z = (pc � pt)/pt of the
molecular dipole moment under trans–cis isomerization was

introduced. Hence, an important presumption of the theory by
Gaididei et al.83 is that both states possess a non-zero dipole
moment, which is often not fulfilled for the trans-state of azo-
chromophores, which have pt E 0. Another simplification is
that the dipole moments of cis-isomers orient similarly to those
of trans-isomers.

Starting from the isotropic state in the absence of irradia-
tion, the authors show first that ‘‘there appears to be an
anisotropy in the dipole moment distribution’’ in the molecular
film that is irradiated with linearly polarized light. The inter-
action energy between average dipole moments at different
positions is then evaluated for elastically deforming film.
Under homogeneous irradiation with linearly polarized light,
a free floating film is found to elongate/contract along the
polarization direction when the parallel/anti-parallel alignment
of neighbouring dipoles is energetically more favourable and
the cis-/trans-dipole is larger than the trans-/cis-dipole. To
explain deformations induced by circularly polarized light,
the authors consider additionally the change in the energy of
isotropic van der Waals interactions of an azo-chromophore
with the surrounding molecules when it switches from the
trans- to a cis-state. The van der Waals interactions together
with the isotropic part of dipole–dipole interactions lead to a
well creation in the irradiated molecular films with a positive
expansion coefficient.

Some years later, reflecting on their own theory, Gadidei
et al.84 wrote ‘‘that the absorption of linearly polarized light
creates an orientational order in the film which in turn pro-
duces anisotropic deformation.’’ The circularly polarized light
does not create an orientation order and the deformations
seem to be induced only by an isotropic expansion/contraction
of the molecular film. The weak point of the proposed theory
was already recognized by its authors. The dipole–dipole inter-
actions are exactly equal to zero for the molecules isotropically
distributed in an infinite medium or in a spherical sample.
This holds even for the dipoles perfectly aligned along the same
direction. Therefore, the parameters of dipole–dipole inter-
action were considered in ref. 83 as phenomenological ones

Fig. 4 The azo-chromophores interact attractively when they are aligned
by the polarized light side by side. Reproduced from ref. 64 with permis-
sion from the American Physical Society, copyright 1998.
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which should vanish with the distance from the boundaries of a
finite sample. Deformation of azobenzene-containing colloidal
spheres by the linearly polarized light85 speaks against the
leading role of dipole–dipole interactions which vanish identi-
cally in this case. Besides, the orientational order appears after
some irradiation time, whereas the surface deformations
develop continuously under homogeneous irradiation.

B Macroscopic deformation of LC elastomers

1 Dilution effect of Terentjev & co., Warner & co. Terentjev
& co.86–88 proposed in 2002 a theoretical approach to describe
the photo-ordering and deformation in LC azobenzene-
containing elastomers on the basis of the so-called ‘‘dilution
effect’’. The authors pointed out that under irradiation with
light in a wide range of the wavelengths (360–540 nm) azo-
chromophores change their shape from the rod-like trans-state
to the bent cis-state. The bent cis-isomers dilute the ordered
nematic structure formed by LC mesogens and by rod-like
trans-isomers of azo-chromophores and, thus, destabilize the
LC phase of an LC elastomer. The dilution effect induces a
transition of the LC elastomer from the ordered nematic state
to an isotropic (or weakly ordered) state and leads to a contrac-
tion of a sample with respect to the nematic director.

To describe the influence of the dilution effect on the
ordering and deformation of LC elastomers, the kinetic equa-
tion for the number density of trans-isomers nT under the light
irradiation was proposed:86–88

@nT
@t
¼ �kTCI � nT � tTC�1nT þ tCT�1nC: (9)

Here, the first term in the right-hand side describes the
effect of trans–cis isomerization under irradiation with light of
intensity I, kTC is the constant of photoisomerization; the
second and the third terms take into account the thermal
excitations from trans to cis and from cis to trans states,
respectively, with characteristic times tTC and tCT. The total
number n of azo-chromophores is constant and the number
density nC of cis isomers obeys the condition: nT + nC =
n = const.

Change in the population nT of rod-like trans isomers with
time results in the shift of the critical temperature of isotropic-
to-nematic phase transition T(c) of an LC elastomer,86–88 since
T(c) is a function of nT. At the same time, the order parameter S
and the elongation ratio l of an LC elastomer can be found
directly as functions of the ratio T/T(c) using the mean-field
formulation and the theory of network elasticity:89 S = S(T/T(c))
and l = l(T/T(c)). Thus, the solution of eqn (9) for the time-
dependent number density nT(t) allowed the authors of
studies86–88 to calculate the critical temperature, the order
parameter and the elongation ratio as functions of time under
light irradiation: T(c) = T(c)(t), S = S(t) and l = l(t). Theoretical
predictions for the kinetics of light-induced deformation of
LC elastomers are in good agreement with experimental data
presented in ref. 86–88.

The kinetic eqn (9) assumes a constant value of the light
intensity inside a sample. Later, the change in the intensity of

light across a polymer film due to the absorbance of light was
studied in a series of theoretical works by Warner & co.90–92

Variation of the light intensity across the polymer film results
in the variation of the light-induced mechanical stress across
the film leading to the bending deformation of the azo-
containing LC polymer.

Although the theoretical formalism86–92 based on the dilu-
tion effect describes quite well the photo-ordering and defor-
mation of LC azo-containing polymers in accordance with
many experiments,93–97 it does not include the angular selec-
tivity of trans–cis isomerization with respect to the polarization
direction of the light. Eqn (9) does not take into account the
angular dependence of the photoisomerization kinetics. Thus,
this formalism is not applicable to describe the anisotropy of
photo-ordering and deformation with respect to the polariza-
tion vector of the light as well as it cannot explain the possibi-
lity of controlling the direction of photo-deformation by
variation of the polarization vector of the light, as demon-
strated in many experiments.28,29,98–101 Moreover, the dilution
effect is specific for LC polymers. Thus, the formalism
proposed in ref. 86–92 is not applicable to photo-ordering
and deformation for broad classes of azopolymers which
do not demonstrate LC ordering and are initially
isotropic.3,4,23,24,102 Below in the section ‘‘Kinetic equations of
photoisomerization’’ we present a more universal picture which
includes both the dilution effect and the angular selectivity of
trans–cis isomerization.

2 Electromagnetic forces of Bin and Oates. For complete-
ness, we mention a unified modeling framework published by
Bin and Oates103 in 2015. Analyzing the models based on
optical gradients,5,21 the authors correctly note that ‘‘such
models will break down when simulating the bending and
twisting of films exposed to uniform light’’. Therefore, it is
proposed to implement the lower order dipole forces, in con-
trast to the higher order quadrupole forces, associated by the
authors103 with optical gradients. An important component of a
unified framework is the light-matter Lagrangian, which con-
tains the electrostatic potential energy (!):

UE = q f, (10)

where q is the bound charge density and f is the electrostatic
potential. The trans- and cis-isomers of azobenzene are char-
acterized by effective charge densities, which depend on the
‘‘time-averaged magnitude of the trans coordinate’’, 0 o ŷt

0 o 1.
Note, that the introduction of charge densities by Bin and
Oates103 contradicts the fact that both isomer states are
electro-neutral. Additionally, ‘‘the time-dependent electronic
coordinates’’, also called ‘‘electronic vector order parameters’’,
yt

i and yc
i , i = 1, 2, 3, are introduced for the trans and cis states.

Light-induced reorientation of the trans state is governed by the
state-dependent charge density proportional to a scalar product
(yt�E), where E(ot) is the electric field vector of light.

It is not easy to follow the authors as they use unconven-
tional terminology. While ŷt

0 seems to describe a fraction of
trans-isomers, which property is defined by the vector yt is more
difficult to guess. Fig. 4 from ref. 103 shows spatial oscillations
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of the electric field component Ex and of the component yt
1 for

the linearly polarized light propagating through the material.
Since Ex oscillates with time, yt

1 should also oscillate with
time, presumably describing the induced dipole moment. As
we showed in the section ‘‘Optical gradient theories’’, the
interaction of the oscillating electric field with the induced
dipole moments leads to negligible forces. Neither azobenzene-
containing elastomers, no glassy azopolymers could be
deformed by such low forces.

Some modeling results based on the Bin and Oates model103

have been published in 2022 by Mehnert et al.104 This recent
publication sheds more light on the basic assumptions. The
main change compared to the original model103 is that ‘‘the
behavior of the incident light is described by a time averaged
electric field E’’ which interacts with the homogenized (volume
averaged) dipole moments yt and yc associated with the trans-
and cis-states. Although this would explain the presence of an
electrostatic potential in the light-matter Lagrangian, see
eqn (10), it is difficult to comprehend, why both ingredients E
and yt,c are not equal to zero. The energetic costs to build
spatial charges are extremely high, so even in ferroelectric
nematic liquid crystals, the dipole moments are organized in
such a manner to avoid their buildup.105 The dipole moment of
an azobenzene moiety, both in trans and cis-states, is below a
critical value of about 10D,106 when the ferroelectric crystal can
be built. In other words, there is no average dipole moment in
azo-compounds. The modeling in ref. 104 seems to be done for
a hypothetical ferroelectric material in the presence of static
electric field. This is of course far away from the material
properties of real azopolymers and the physical properties
of light.

Early orientation approaches

It is interesting to reflect backward that although the formation
of surface relief gratings was found as an accompanying, even
undesirable, phenomenon during the inscription of birefrin-
gence (holographic) gratings, nobody first came to the idea that
exactly this light-induced reorientation of chromophores can be
a main reason of observed photodeformations. This is espe-
cially astonishing, as the interference pattern of light dictates a
unique spatially varying orientational state, an account of
which would easily explain a strong polarization dependence
of SRG inscription. As can be seen from the discussion of the
mean-field model, Pederson et al.64 were very close to this idea.
However, instead of following it directly, they proposed to
correlate the orientational state of azobenzenes with the
strength of attractive interactions between them. As a result,
the application range of the mean-field theory became reduced
to LC azopolymers and researchers working with glassy azopo-
lymers continued a search for a better explanation.

1 Side-chain orientation model of Bublitz et al

As it happens, a real birth of the orientation approach can be
assigned to the year 2001, when a group of German scientists

Bublitz, Fleck and Wenke proposed to consider ‘‘the alignment
of the side chains with respect to the electric field vector. . .as
the basic process forming surface reliefs’’.65 Similar to Peder-
sen et al.,64 the general case of elliptically polarized light has
been investigated. But instead of reducing the biaxial orienta-
tion state to a scalar order parameter, the numbers of side-
chains along three principal axes – propagation direction and
main axes of the polarization ellipse – are calculated. Normal-
ized numbers of side-chains Ni (i = x, y, z) seem to have the
same meaning as the diagonal components hui

2i of the orienta-
tion tensor, see the section ‘‘Time-dependent orientation and
stress tensors’’. The set of coupled kinetic equations is solved to
describe the time evolution of Ni(t) at different intensities Ix

and Iy, characterizing the elliptically polarized light.
As ‘‘the detailed microscopic process leading to the defor-

mation of the polymer sample is unknown’’, the authors base
their explanation on two assumptions: (1) the azopolymer
sample is incompressible; (2) the length of the film in the
grating direction x is a sole function of Nx:

Lx = exp{�b[Nx(0) � Nx(t)]} (11)

With Nx decreasing under the irradiation, the parameter b
regulates, whether the film expands, b 4 0, or contracts along
the grating vector, b o 0. The translational symmetry along the
y direction is taken into account by transforming the deforma-
tion along y into the deformation along x:

%Lx = LxLny, (12)

where n is the Poisson’s ratio.
Probably, this questionable transformation leads to an

incorrect prediction for the phase of the SS grating in the
model of Bublitz et al.:65 the peaks of the SS grating appear at
the positions of the intensity maxima, see the 1st polarization
state in Fig. 5. Recent results of finite element modeling107

confirm that it is not possible to inscribe the SS grating on
initially isotropic azopolymer films. Actually, this also follows
from the main assumptions made by Bublitz et al.65 For
unconstrained films, the lengths in two other directions y
and z should be given by the expressions similar to those for
Lx. If the light is linearly polarized along the y-axis, the number
of side-chains in x and z directions is the same, Nx(t) = Nz(t), and
the unconstrained sample should uniaxially contract along x
and z. Under irradiation with the SS pattern, the elongation
along the y-axis is not possible due to the translational sym-
metry. Hence, uniaxial contraction along x and z axes will lead
to a decrease in volume, which is not allowed due to the
incompressibility assumption. In overall, no deformation
should take place under irradiation of initially isotropic film
with the SS pattern. Experimental results show that the peaks of
SS gratings appear at the intensity minima.81 This hints at
initial anisotropy in the azopolymer film, as we will discuss in
detail later, see the section ‘‘Application of the orientation
potential to SRGs’’.

Otherwise, the authors correctly predict that the valleys of PP
and RL gratings should appear at the positions with horizontal
polarization, see the 3rd and 5th polarization states in Fig. 5.
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Also, the doubling of the grating period for the SP pattern (6th
polarization state in Fig. 5) and the appearance of double lap
structures under linearly polarized Gaussian beam are repro-
duced. Even, an additional peak in the center of high intensity
Gaussian beam has been predicted in agreement with the
experiments of Tripathy & co.56 As we can see, the model of
Bublitz et al.65 has a high predictive strength. The main
weakness of this model is that similar to so many other
theories, the structural changes in a polymer matrix are fully
ignored. Though it is recognized that the effect of side-chain
reorientation strongly correlates with the deformation of the
azopolymer sample, there is no yet an idea, of how to link
the orientation anisotropy to the light-induced mechanical
stresses.

2 Thermodynamic theory of Saphiannikova and Neher

The studies by Pedersen et al.64 and Bublitz et al.65 prompted
Potsdam researchers108,109 to look for a missing link between
the azobenzene reorientation and the sample deformation. It
has been noticed that the orientational entropy strongly
decreases upon the reorientation of azobenzenes. Assuming
that ‘‘anisotropic interactions between azobenzene moieties
can be neglected in the case of amorphous polymers’’, as well
as the change of the main chain entropy under irradiation, the
free energy per one azobenzene contains only the entropy term
Fazo = �TSazo, where T is the absolute temperature. The authors
first consider initially isotropic unconstrained sample irra-
diated with linearly polarized light. Under the assumption of
affine deformation and sample incompressibility, the stretch-
ing along the polarization direction reorients the chromo-
phores parallel to this direction. This would compensate for
the entropy decrease produced by the photoinduced reorienta-
tion of azobenzenes and thus minimize the free energy.

Then, the authors consider the main interference patterns
PP, SS and RL, which are characterized by a linear polarization
at any spatial position. Similar to Pederson et al.,64 the transla-
tional symmetry along the y direction is taken into account by

assuming that ‘‘elongation (contraction) along the grating
vector has to be accompanied by contraction (elongation) in
the direction perpendicular to the sample surface’’. In agree-
ment with experimental findings, the authors predict that
polymer chains should move into the non-illuminated regions
for the intensity interference patterns SS and PP. For the RL
pattern, the same direction of the chain transport as for the PP
pattern (from the regions with horizontal polarization) is pre-
dicted. The SS grating is noticeably smaller than PP and RL
gratings, the latter having an intermediate efficiency. The
authors find that it is not surprising as the electric field in
the RL pattern is a linear superposition of the electric fields in
the PP and SS patterns.

Additionally, thermodynamic theory allows the calculation
of the orientation distribution of chromophores at any grating
position, for example at peaks and valleys. The latter predic-
tions have been compared with the Raman spectrometry results
of Lagugne-Labarthet et al.110–112 Importantly, the authors
seem to be the first, who provide an estimate for the light-
induced stress imposed by the reorientation of chromophores.
It is done by taking the derivative of the free energy per one
azobenzene over strain e:

sðeÞ ¼ �n0
@FazoðeÞ
@e

; (13)

where n0 D 1.5 � 1021 cm�3 is the typical number density of
azobenzenes.113,114 For a relatively weak reorientation, the
stress is found to be about 5 MPa. This estimate appears to
be quite close to the yield stress syield B 10 MPa of bulk
azopolymer samples.115

As follows from its name, the thermodynamic theory does
not take into account time-dependent effects. Only a spatial
variation in the orientation distribution is prescribed by the
interference pattern. However, there is no information, how
does the strength of the alignment depends on the intensity of
the laser. Besides, the theory does not consider the molecular
architecture of azopolymers and thus cannot explain, why some
of them deform and others contract under irradiation with the
linearly polarized light.

Modern orientation approach based on
the orientation potential
1 Introduction of the light-induced orientation potential

A universal physically based concept, which turned out to
describe reasonably photo-ordering and deformation in broad
classes of azopolymers, was developed originally in a phenom-
enological way using the well-known experimental fact116,117

that azo-chromophores are reoriented perpendicularly to the
polarization direction E of the light under irradiation. The key
idea is to describe the appearing orientation anisotropy by
introducing an effective orientation potential ueff, which acts
on the azo-chromophores. Due to an obvious symmetry regard-
ing the transformation E - �E, the following form of the

Fig. 5 Calculated efficiency and phase of surface relief gratings produced
by three intensity and three polarization interference patterns. Reproduced
from ref. 65 with permission from SNCSC, copyright 2001.
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orientation potential was proposed independently by two
groups:118,119

ueff(y) = V0 cos2 y, (14)

where y is the angle between the long axis of azo-chromophore
and the vector E. The strength of the potential V0 is propor-
tional to the intensity of the light I:

V0 = C�I. (15)

The coefficient C can depend on material parameters of the
azopolymer as well as on temperature; as was estimated it can
take typical values C B 10�19–10�18 J cm2 W�1.52,120,121 The use
of the orientation potential (14) was justified in 2017 by
considering explicitly the kinetic equations of angular-
dependent photoisomerization processes of chromophores in
azopolymers,53 for detail see below the section ‘‘Kinetic equa-
tions of photoisomerization’’. To describe the process of time-
dependent orientation induced by the circularly polarized light,
Saphiannikova & co.122 derived in 2019 the following form of
the orientation potential:

ueffðyÞ ¼
V0

2
sin2 y (16)

where y is the angle between the long axis of azo-chromophore
and the direction of light propagation j. Very recently, a
generalization of the proposed orientation approach has been
developed to describe the light-induced ordering and deforma-
tion of azopolymers under irradiation with elliptically polarized
light.123,124 The effective orientation potential in this case is
defined by the relative contributions wx and wy = 1 � wx of
orthogonally polarized waves Ex and Ey into the total light
intensity:

ueff(y) = V0(wx cos2 yx + wy cos2 yy) (17)

The angles yx and yy are counted between the long axis of azo-
chromophore and the polarization directions Ex and Ey, respec-
tively. It is shown that elliptically polarized light induces biaxial
ordering of azo-chromophores.124

2 Microscopic theory of Toshchevikov et al. application of the
orientation potential to amorphous glassy azopolymers

Although the idea of replacing a complicated angular-
dependent cyclic trans–cis–trans photoisomerization process
with an action of some orientation potential is not trivial, this
concept has been very fruitful in understanding many features
of photo-ordering and deformation in broad classes of azopo-
lymers. First of all, the introduction of the orientation potential
allows the calculation of the light-induced mechanical stress
appearing in amorphous glassy azopolymers under irradiation
with linearly polarized light.52 The idea is based on the fact that
mechanical stress is caused by the appearance of orientation
anisotropy in a polymer system.125 The reorientation of azo-
chromophores under the action of the orientation potential
results in a rearrangement of the polymer backbones coupled
to them, which leads to mechanical stress. The elementary
orienting units, whose reorientation leads to the anisotropy in

the material, are defined by the molecular weight of the
polymer. For short macromolecules (oligomers), whose length
is comparable with the Kuhn segment or shorter, the orienting
units are the stiff oligomers themselves. For long azobenzene
macromolecules the orienting units can be ascribed to freely-
jointed Kuhn segments, which form polymer chains.

According to the stress-optical law,125 the mechanical stress
is proportional to the birefringence. The birefringence is pro-
portional to the order parameter, S = hP2(cos2 y)i, where y is the
angle between the long axis of the orienting unit and the axis of
anisotropy, which coincides with the polarization vector E of
the light. On the other hand, at small deformations, the stress
is proportional to the strain e. Therefore, Toshchevikov et al.52

assumed that the strain is proportional to the order parameter:
e = emaxS, where the maximum strain emax corresponds to the
fully oriented sample with S = 1. Since in such an approach, the
strain is linked to the order parameter, the derivation of the
free energy as a function of the strain, F = F(e), is very similar to
the formalism presented in the textbook by de Gennes and
Prost126 for finding the free energy as a function of the order
parameter, F = F(S), for nematic LCs. The free energy of a
deformed sample under light irradiation includes three con-
tributions: (i) total energy of chromophores under light-
induced potential according to eqn (14), (ii) orientation entropy
of the orienting units, and (iii) elastic energy, BEe2/2, where E
is the elastic Young’s modulus. Since the rearrangement of the
backbones of macromolecules is defined by the orientation
potential (14) acting on all chromophores attached to them, the
light-induced mechanical stress depends on the orientation
distribution of chromophores around the backbones.

Isotropic azimuthal distribution of chromophores around
the main chains. As was shown in ref. 52, the striction stress,
which appears at the moment when the light is switched on,
sstr = �n0(qF/qe)e=0, see eqn (13), can be presented in an exact
analytical form for molecules with isotropic distribution of
chromophores around the backbones:

sstr ¼ �n0V0
2q

3emax
; (18)

where n0 is the number density of azo-chromophores. The
shape factor q is related to the orientation distribution of
chromophores with respect to the long axes of the main chains:

q ¼
3 cos2 a
� �

� 1

2
: (19)

Here, a is the angle between the long axes of a chromophore
and the main chain; averaging in eqn (19) is over all chromo-
phores. The parameter q is changed in the range:�0.5 r q r 1.
The minimal q = �0.5 and maximal q = 1 values correspond
to macromolecules with the orientation of chromophores
perpendicular and parallel to the main chains, respectively.

First of all, eqn (18) allows the estimation of the typical
magnitude of the light-induced stress due to the orientation
mechanism described by the proposed approach. For the
laser intensity I B 100 mW cm�2 and for the number density
of azobenzenes n0 D 1.5 � 1021 cm�3, the typical magnitude
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s B n0V0 B 100 MPa was obtained. It is higher than the yield
stress tyield B 20–30 MPa estimated from tensile measurements
of glassy azopolymers.115 At stresses higher than the yield
stress, an azobenzene polymer should deform irreversibly and
the deformation will be fixed after switching the light off. Thus,
the orientation approach explains the possibility of light-
induced macroscopic deformation of glassy azopolymers.

Furthermore, according to eqn (19), the sign of the light-
induced stress (i.e. expansion or contraction with respect to the
light polarization E) is sensitive to the orientation distribution
of chromophores around the backbones of macromolecules.
The shape factor q in eqn (19) can be positive or negative if the
chromophores are oriented preferably along or perpendicular
to the backbones of macromolecules. The dependence of the
deformation direction with respect to the polarization vector E
on the chemical structure was observed in experiments.26,127

Anisotropic azimuthal distribution of chromophores around
the main chains. Azopolymers with anisotropic azimuthal dis-
tribution of chromophores around the main chains can demon-
strate not only an expansion or contraction with respect to the
polarization vector E, but also non-monotonic dependence of
the light-induced stress as a function of the strength of the
potential V0 (15). As an example, macromolecules with planar
symmetry of the azimuthal distribution of chromophores
around main chains were considered in ref. 52, see Fig. 6
(top). It was assumed that the angular distribution function
of chromophores around the main chains obeys the condition:
W(a, b) = W(a, �b) and W(a, b) = W(1801 � a, b).

Fig. 6 (bottom) shows the dependences of the striction stress
on the strength of the potential V0 for azopolymers, in which
the chromophores are attached to the backbones at fixed angles
a = a* and b = b*; the values a* and b* are varied in Fig. 6. One
can see that at some sets of the angles the dependences sstr(V0)
demonstrate non-monotonic behavior and can change the sign
with increasing V0 and hence with increasing intensity of the
light. Note that such non-monotonic photo-elastic behavior
of azobenzene polymers has been observed in experiments.
For instance, one can see in Fig. 5 and 6 of ref. 128 a non-
monotonic behavior of the inscription rate with increasing light
intensity: the inscription rate increases at I o 10 mW cm�2,
whereas it starts to decrease at 20 mW cm�2 o I o
100 mW cm�2.

The ability of the proposed orientation approach to explain
experimental results obtained by different experimental groups
demonstrates the universality of this approach and opens the
possibility to apply the introduced orientation potential to
study photo-ordering and deformation in broad classes of
azopolymers.

3 Time-dependent orientation and stress tensors

In a glassy state, a very strong coupling between the azo-
chromophores and polymer backbones forces the latter to
reorient with respect to the light polarization, which is accom-
panied by the appearance of light-induced stress.52 Assuming
that m azobenzenes are rigidly attached to each of the backbone
segments, the orientation potential ueff (14) can be recalculated

to the orientation potential, which acts on the backbone seg-
ments under irradiation with linearly polarized light:

Ueff = qmV0(Ê�u)2. (20)

Here, Ê is the unit vector aligned along the light polarization
and u is the unit orientation vector of the rigid segment. The
shape factor q given by eqn (19) defines the direction of the
backbones reorientation and its effectiveness. Similar recalcu-
lation can be performed for the circularly and elliptically
polarized light.

The orientation potential Ueff has been used by Saphianni-
kova & co.122 to calculate the time evolution of the 2nd order
orientation tensor huui of rigid segments under irradiation:

@huui
@t
¼ d

3l
� huui

l
� 1

6kTl
@Ueff

@u
uþ u

@Ueff

@u

� �
(21)

Here, d is the unit tensor, and l is the rotational time of
backbone segments in the absence of light. Note that
eqn (21) implies independent alignment of rigid segments,
similar as it is assumed in the reptation model.125 Further,
the authors showed that the rate of change of the 2nd order
orientation tensor huui defines the light-induced stress ten-
sor:122

s ¼ 3nkTl
@huui
@t

(22)

where n = n0/m is the number density of backbone segments.

Fig. 6 (top) Fragment of an azo-molecule with planar symmetry of
azimuthal distribution of chromophores around the main chain. (bottom)
Striction stress sstr as a function of the strength of the potential V0 at
varying values of the angle b*. Filled and open symbols correspond to a* =
501 and a* = 701. Adapted from ref. 52 with permission from American
Chemical Society, copyright 2009.
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The tensors huui and s are diagonal due to the axial symmetry
around the light polarization. Eqn (21) has been solved analy-
tically to obtain the time evolution of the diagonal components
of huui and hence of s for the linearly and circularly polarized
light.122 For side-chain azopolymers, a gradual alignment of the
backbone segments along the linear polarization is confirmed,
see Fig. 7 (top). The circularly polarized light is shown to
reorient the main chains into the polarization plane. The
light-induced stress is tensile for the linearly polarized light
and compressive for the circularly polarized light, see Fig. 7
(bottom).

Assuming that the glassy azopolymers remain in the solid
state upon moderate irradiation,44,53 the description of light-
induced deformations is based on elastic, viscoplastic Perzyna
model.130 In particular, this model relates the rate of equivalent
plastic strain

_epl ¼ g
teq
tyield

� 1

� 	
(23)

with the magnitude of light-induced stress teq. The parameter
g = tyield/(3Z) is defined by the yield stress tyield and by the
viscosity of plastic flow Z under irradiation. To predict photo-
induced plastic deformations, the authors used the finite
element modeling software ANSYS. Since, in mechanical appli-
cations, it is not possible to apply the forces to a solid body in
the form of the stress tensor, they were originally applied to
the surface of azopolymer sample as traction forces. This
can be done either for homogeneous122 or one-dimensional
Gaussian131 irradiation. For more complex interference pat-
terns, the light-induced stress was incorporated in ANSYS soft-
ware using the external subroutine Userthstrain.82 The thermal
strain is chosen in the Userthstrain subroutine with the help of
the Perzyna model (23) in such a way that it produces the
mechanical deformations prescribed locally by the light-
induced stress. A spatially inhomogeneous stress field is imple-
mented with the help of state variables, the magnitude of which
can be defined for each finite element and with respect to its
own coordinate system. It is important to note that the final
stress state depends not only on the applied light-induced
stress but also on the boundary conditions (BCs). Different
BCs can produce different stress fields and hence result in
totally different topographical structures.107

4 Application of the orientation potential to SRGs

As was discussed in the previous section, the relationship
between the molecular structure and plastic deformations of
azopolymers can be established by applying parameters such as
q, n, l, g and tyield in the equations for the effective potential
(20) and the Persyna model (23). In particular, photoinduced
deformations in the side-chain azopolymers were investigated
by Saphiannikova & co. during homogeneous irradiation with
linearly and circularly polarized light122 and under inhomoge-
neous irradiation with intensity and polarization interference
patterns.82,131 The orientation potential Ueff with q E �0.5 was
applied to explain these mechanical deformations, taking into
account that azo-chromophores are attached more or less

perpendicular to the backbone segments in side-chain azo-
polymers.85 By implementing the light-induced stress (22) in
a viscoplastic material model of the finite element software
ANSYS, it is shown that a square azopolymer post elongates
along the electric field vector for the linearly polarized light and
contracts along the propagation direction for the circularly
polarized light.122 This is in agreement with the experiments
of Lee & co.68 and Descrovi & co.70

At the next stage of research,82 the deformations in the
elongated pre-oriented colloids were modelled under intensity
interference patterns. It is found that the formation of beads
and wave-like structures is consistent with the experiment
carried out in the group of Santer & co.82 First, colloids were
elongated by homogeneous irradiation with the linearly polar-
ized light, resulting in a strong alignment of the polymer chains
along the light polarization. Then, PP and SS interference
patterns with sinusoidally varying intensity were applied:

I(x) = 2I0 cos2(px/D), (24)

where D is the period of optical grating. In the case of the PP
interference pattern, both the stress fields and the modulated
cross-section of the deformed colloids are symmetrical around
the direction of elongation. The SS interference pattern
destroys this symmetry in such a way that the colloid slightly
contracts along its long axis.

The orientation approach also reproduces the peculiar
structures at the edges of a thin azopolymer film under polar-
ization interference patterns,82 see Fig. 8. The azopolymer film
is scratched and irradiated with RL and LR polarization inter-
ference patterns. The gap edges are modelled as an isotropic
cuboid ‘‘glued’’ to the substrate surface. The stress tensor of the

Fig. 7 (top) Time evolution of the diagonal components hux
2i and huy

2i =
huz

2i of the orientation tensor under the light linearly polarized along axis x.
(bottom) Time evolution of the tensile txx and compressive tzz compo-
nents of the light-induced stress tensor for linearly and circularly polarized
light, respectively. The data are shown for different strengths of the
reduced potential �5 r Vr r �25. Reproduced from ref. 129.
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LR and RL interference patterns is diagonal and symmetric
around the light polarization direction. To implement the
rotation of light polarization, the coordinate system of each
element is rotated with respect to the global coordinate system
about the axis perpendicular to the glued surface. During
modeling, the azopolymer protrudes into the gap at the posi-
tions where the light polarization vectors converge. Moreover,
SRG appearance is mirrored when the interference pattern is
changed from RL to LR, which is completely consistent with
the experiment. Hence, the orientation approach correctly
predicts local variations of the light-induced stress in each
illumination pattern for both initially isotropic and highly
oriented materials.

Although the phenomenon of SRG inscription was discov-
ered almost 30 years ago,3,4 there are still some puzzles
regarding the formation of SRGs in the azopolymers depending
on the type of interference patterns. Most recently, the two
intriguing issues were solved, which concern the inscription of
SRGs onto azopolymer thin films under irradiation with SS, PP
and RL interference patterns.107 First, the initial orientation
state of polymer backbones is proved to be responsible for the
contradictory experimental reports about the efficiency of the
SS interference pattern. According to some reports,132–135 this
pattern does not inscribe a grating, whereas modest efficiency
was observed in other studies.81,136,137 Different orientation
states can have an influence on the phase of SS grating
(Fig. 9) and its height, which is confirmed experimentally in
the group of Santer & co. using special pre-treatments.107 Three
types of the polymer backbone orientation were considered:
isotropic, in-plane and out-of-plane, see Fig. 9 (left). In the case
of in-plane orientation, the polymer main chains lie in the
plane of the substrate, whereas out-of-plane orientation means
that polymer backbones tend to be perpendicular to the sub-
strate. The isotropic initial orientation, without any pre-
orientation of the azopolymer, results in zero SS gratings.
Two other cases can be responsible for the SS gratings inscrip-
tion but with an exchange in their phase, see Fig. 9 (right).

Second, a faster growth of gratings inscribed by the RL
interference pattern is shown to be promoted by a weak
photo-softening effect, considering that the moderate light

intensity of up to 200 mW cm�2 can decrease the viscosity of
glassy polymers up to one order of magnitude.44,138 For the
intensity interference patterns, the parameter g, which regu-
lates the viscosity of the plastic flow in the Persyna model (23),
was defined as

g ¼ g0e
2 cos2

px
Dð Þ�1: (25)

So, the viscosity of the illuminated stripes with maximal
intensity is smaller than that of the unilluminated regions.
The viscosity in various regions of IIPs is changed in e2 times,
while for PIPs it stays constant. Overall, the modeled results are
in good agreement with the order of relative growth efficiency
RL–PP–SS, observed in numerous experiments.5,132,137

5 Application of the orientation potential to azonetworks

The orientation potential (14) was used in ref. 139 and 140 to
study the light-induced deformation in cross-linked azo-
containing polymer networks. The analysis is based on the
minimization of the free energy as a function of the elongation
ratio, which includes the contribution to the free energy from
the entropic elasticity of network strands and from the light-
induced potential acting on all chromophores in the network
strands. It was shown that the direction of the light-induced
deformation is very sensitive to the orientation distribution of
chromophores in the side chains of network strands. Moreover,
the light-induced deformation of azonetworks depends on the
degree of cross-linking and on the concentration of azo-
chromophores.139,140 If the crosslinks are optically neutral
(i.e. they do not contain the azo-chromophores), the increase
in the degree of crosslinking leads to the decrease in light-
induced deformation due to the increase in Young’s modulus.

An interesting situation arises when the crosslinks
contain azo-chromophores. As was shown experimentally for
azobenzene-containing polyimide networks,23 the bending
angle of light-induced deformation in this case increases with
the degree of crosslinking due to the increase in the number

Fig. 8 A striking resemblance of the AFM micrograph (left) and visco-
plastic modeling (right) of azopolymer film irradiated with the polarization
interference pattern: the light has constant intensity but its polarization
rotates along the grating vector, as presented by black/white arrows.
Reproduced from ref. 82 with permission from John Wiley & Sons, copy-
right 2022.

Fig. 9 (left) Two cases of initial polymer backbone orientations: (a) in-
plane orientation; (b) out-of-plane orientation. (right) Modeled SS gratings
inscribed after 25 s on scratched azopolymer films for case (a) and case (b).
Note different positions of the hills and protrusions in respect to the
maximal intensity of light. Adapted from ref. 107.
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density of optically active azo-chromophores, although Young’s
modulus also increases. The experimental data of ref. 23 was
compared with the prediction of the orientation approach.140

According to the orientation approach, the bending angle F
should be a linear function of a parameter x, representing a
combination of structural characteristics of the material:

F = A�x, where x = l0/M2Ed. (26)

Here, E is Young’s modulus of the material, M is the average
molecular weight of network strands between network junc-
tions, l0 and d are the length and thickness of a polymer film,
respectively.

Fig. 10 shows the experimental data presented by points
replotted in the coordinates F = F(x) according to calculations
in ref. 140. One can see that experimental data confirm the
theoretically predicted linear dependence given by eqn (26).
This result demonstrates a good predictive power of the devel-
oped orientation approach. The proportionality constant
A contains the optical parameter C of the theory, which
determines the strength of the orientation potential (15).
The estimated value C D 2.7 � 10�19 J cm2 W�1

agrees well with estimates given in other works C B 10�19–
10�18 J cm2 W�1.52,120,121 This shows a self-consistency of the
orientation approach when applied to various azobenzene-
containing polymers.

6 Application of the orientation potential to azo-containing LC
elastomers

Next generalization of the orientation approach was the appli-
cation of orientation potential (14) to study the photo-ordering

and deformation in the azobenzene-containing LC polymer
networks.44,141–144 The method is based on the minimization
of the free energy as a function of the components of the
ordering matrix. It was shown that liquid-crystalline interac-
tions between rod-like chromophores in LC azopolymers result
in the biaxial order and biaxial deformation of azobenzene
containing polymers. One axis of anisotropy coincides with the
polarization vector of the light E. The second axis of the biaxial
ordering is related to the direction of additional alignment of
azo-chromophores in the plane perpendicular to the vector E
due to orientation interactions between rod-like trans-isomers
of the chromophores.

The biaxial state is characterized by two scalar order
parameters.141–143 One of them, S = [3hcos2 yxi � 1]/2, deter-
mines a usual uniaxial order of the chromophores with respect
to the vector E (in present notations E is directed along the
x-axis). Additional alignment in the yz-plane is described by
the biaxial order parameter, m = hcos2 yyi � hcos2 yzi. Here, yx
denotes the angle between the long axis of the chromophore
and the x-axis (x = x, y, z). For the uniaxial state around the
vector E, one has hcos2 yyi = hcos2 yzi and m = 0, whereas m a 0
for the biaxial state.

In the framework of the mean-field approach, the energy of
orientation LC interactions, ULC, is known to be a quadratic
function of the order parameter.126 The energy ULC for the
biaxial state is a function of the two scalar order parameters:141–143

ULC

kT
¼ �a

2
S2 þ 3m2



4

� �
: (27)

Interestingly, the term in the brackets is proportional to the first
invariant of the square of the ordering matrix.141–143 For the
uniaxial state (m = 0), the term ULC takes a standard form BaS2/
2, which appears in the classical mean-field Maier–Saupe
theory.126 The dimensionless parameter a in eqn (27) is the
strength of the orientation LC interactions in the units of kT.
The critical value a3D E 4.542 corresponds to the isotropic-to-
anisotropic phase transitions of the rod-like moieties in a 3D-
space due to the orientation interactions between the rods in the
absence of any external fields. At a o a3D, the rods are in an
isotropic state with S = m = 0, whereas at a 4 a3D the system of
rods is in the uniaxial nematic state with S 4 0 and m = 0.126

The equilibrium values of the order parameters S and m for
azo-chromophores under irradiation with linearly polarized
light are defined by the minimum of the free energy, which
includes (i) the contribution of the light-induced potential (14),
(ii) energy of the orientation LC interactions (27), and (iii)
contribution of orientation entropy. The interplay between
these three contributions leads to a rich variety of photo-
induced alignment.

Weak orientation interactions, a o a3D. At small concentra-
tions of azo-chromophores, their interactions are not enough to
form the LC state, and the azopolymer is in the isotropic state
with S = m = 0 in the absence of light. However, application of
light is able to induce the phase transition from uniaxial to
biaxial ordering of azo-chromophores. It was found that at a* o
a o a3D (a* E 3.8), the photo-induced phase transition is of the

Fig. 10 (top) Schematic representation of the bending deformation of
illuminated polymer films. (bottom) Dependence of the bending angle on
the parameter x = l0/M2Ed as calculated using the data of ref. 23.
Reproduced from ref. 140 with permission from AIP Publishing, copyright
2012.
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1st order. Fig. 11 (top) shows a typical map of the free energy as
a function of S and m in this case. One can see that in the
vicinity of the phase transition, the minima corresponding to
the biaxial state with S o 0 and m a 0 are more favorable as
compared to the minimum corresponding to the uniaxial state
with S o 0 and m = 0. Thus, the azopolymer is transformed
stepwise from the uniaxial to the biaxial state. Fig. 11 (bottom)
shows that equilibrium values of S and m change stepwise as a
function of V0, which is proportional to the light intensity. This
means that the photo-induced phase transition is of the 1st
order in this case.

At weaker strength of LC interactions, a2D o a o a*,
application of light leads to the photo-induced phase transition
of the 2nd order. Here, the critical value a2D = 8/3 corresponds
to the isotropic-to-anisotropic phase transitions of the rod-like
moieties in a 2D-space. At a2D o a o a*, the minimum of the
free energy corresponding to the uniaxial state splits into two
minima with nonzero values of m at the phase transition. Again
the phase transition from a uniaxial to biaxial state takes place
in this case, but the order parameters change continuously,
meaning that the photo-induced phase transition is of the
2nd order.

At the very weak strength of LC interactions, a o a2D, the
orientation interactions are not able to form an additional
order in the plane perpendicular to the polarization vector E.
In this case, only uniaxial ordering is possible with S o 0 and
light-induced ordering is similar to non-liquid-crystalline azo-
networks, as discussed above in the Section 5.

Strong orientation interactions, a 4 a3D. At strong orienta-
tion interaction, the azopolymer is in the oriented LC state
in the absence of any external fields. Response of the azopoly-
mer on the irradiation with polarized light depends on the
orientation of the polarization vector E with respect to the LC
director of the LC azonetwork, n. If E is parallel to n, then the
initial state, which is defined by the values S 4 0 and m = 0,
becomes unfavorable (metastable), and the LC azonetwork is
transformed stepwise from this state to the biaxial state with a
preferable orientation of the LC director perpendicular to E. If E
is perpendicular to n, then the application of light reinforces
the ordered state leading to the increase in the absolute values
of both order parameters S and m.

The change in the order parameters S and m is accompanied
by the deformation of LC azonetworks. The direction of light-
induced deformation (expansion or contraction with respect to
the polarization vector E) depends on the orientation of azo-
chromophores with respect to the main chains.44,141–144 The
deformation as a function of the strength of orientation
potential V0, which is proportional to the light intensity,
demonstrates the same behavior as the order parameters:
uniaxial deformation and phase transitions of the 1st or 2nd
order from a uniaxial to biaxial deformation, depending on the
strength of orientation interactions, a. Significant light-
induced deformation is observed for LC azonetworks with
strong orientation interaction since the change of order para-
meters is more pronounced in this case. The last result was
confirmed in ref. 145 where the orientation potential was
applied to two-component LC polymer networks containing
the azo-chromophores and LC mesogens. As was shown, the
presence of LC mesogenic groups reinforces the strength of LC
interactions, leading to a higher degree of light-induced order-
ing and deformation.

We conclude this section by noting that the light-
induced biaxial ordering discussed above was widely observed
in experiments.117,146–149 The appearance of the light-induced
biaxial ordering as well as the possibility of either expansion or
contraction of azopolymers of different structures with respect
to the polarization vector E were confirmed also by computer
simulations.119,150,151 Development of two-component LC networks
containing azo-chromophores and LC mesogens is widely used by
experimentalists to enhance the photo-mechanical response as
discussed in introduction. The agreement of the theoretical results
obtained in the framework of the orientation potential (14) with
both experimental data and computer simulations for broad
classes of azobenzene-containing polymers demonstrates the great
strength of the proposed orientation approach to study the photo-
mechanical properties of these materials.

The only drawback of the proposed orientation approach
based on orientation potential is that it does not include the

Fig. 11 (top) Map of the free energy per one azobenzene in the logarith-
mic scale as a function of the order parameters S and m at a = 4.4 and
V0/kT = 0.11. (bottom) Equilibrium values of the order parameters S and m,
as functions of V0/kT at a* o a o a3D. Adapted from ref. 142 with
permission from American Chemical Society, copyright 2014.
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effects of the bent cis-isomers. The possible solution to this
problem is to introduce into the theory a parameter associated
with a relative number of cis-isomers, as realized in ref. 145.
More rigorous analysis of the effect of cis-isomers is based on
the further generalization of the orientation approach by
means of explicit consideration of kinetic equations of
angular-dependent photoisomerization, as discussed in the
next sections.

Generalization of the orientation
approach: angular-dependent kinetics
of photoisomerization
1 Kinetic equations of photoisomerization. Justification of the
orientation potential

The further generalization of the orientation approach was
made by Toshchevikov et al. by considering explicitly the
kinetic equations of angular-dependent photoisomerization
processes of azo-chromophores.53,144,152 It was demonstrated
that the time evolution of the orientation distribution function
of azo-chromophores n(y, t) during the angular-dependent
photoisomerization processes is the same as under the action
of the orientation potential in the form of eqn (14), where the
strength of the potential V0 is adjusted to the opto-mechanical
parameters of azopolymers, as discussed below. This means
that any physical quantities defined by the orientation distribu-
tion function n(y, t), such as the order parameter or mechanical
stress, are the same in the framework of the two formalisms
based on the orientation potential (14) and on the kinetic
equations of angular-dependent photoisomerization. This
result justifies the heuristically introduced orientation
potential (14) showing that the reorientation of azo-
chromophores during the cyclic trans–cis–trans photoisomeri-
zation process can be equivalently described by the application
of this orientation potential.

The strength of the orientation potential, which equivalently
describes reorientation of azobenzene chromorphores under
trans–cis–trans photoisomerization process, is related to the
opto-mechanical parameters of azopolymers. At the moment,
the light is turned on, the strength of the potential V0 has the
following form:53,144,152

V0 ¼
PTkT sin2 w

� �
TC

4D
: (28)

Here, PT is the probability of the trans–cis photoisomerization
per unit time, which is proportional to the light intensity: PT =
kTC�I, where kTC is the rate constant. Thus, the strength of the
potential V0 is proportional to the intensity of light in accor-
dance with eqn (15). The rotation diffusion coefficient of an
azo-chromophore D is related to the viscosity of the material Z
and to the length of the azo-chromophore L: kT/D p ZL3. The
parameter w in eqn (28) is the angle between the initial and
final orientation of an azo-chromophore during an elementary
trans–cis photoisomerization process (so-called ‘‘stochastic
jump’’). The value V0 is defined by the average quantity hsin2 wi.

Thus, the developed theory53,144,152 based on the kinetic equa-
tion of photoisomerization allows to relate the mechanical
stress and order parameters, which are functions of V0 (see,
e.g. Fig. 10 and 11), with opto-mechanical parameters of
azopolymers.

2 Application of the kinetic theory of photoisomerization to
amorphous glassy azopolymers

It is worth to present characteristic magnitudes of the effective
potential for glassy azobenzene materials, which is predicted by
eqn (28) derived from the kinetic theory.53,144,152 Using geome-
trical characteristics of chromophores L E 0.9 nm, as well as
the typical values Z E 103 GPa s and kTC E 0.4 cm2 J�1 for azo-
materials near glass-transition temperature Tg,153,154 the char-
acteristic magnitude of the effective potential at the light
intensity I = 0.1 W cm�2 and at hsin2 wi = 1 was estimated in
ref. 53, 144 and 152 as V0 E 7 � 10�18 J. This value is above the
strength of the carbon covalent bond UC–C E 5 � 10�19 J. This
theoretical prediction explains the experimental result, why the light
can produce in azopolymers the mechanical force which is large
enough to deform50,51,155 and even to rupture156 covalent bonds.

Moreover, typical values of the light-induced mechanical stress
s B n0V0, according to eqn (18), can reach 4 GPa.53,144,152 It has
the same order of magnitude as s E 2 GPa, as found in the
experimental work,50 where it was shown that the light-induced
stress in azopolymers is able to rupture the metallic layers. Thus,
the kinetic theory explains the giant values of light-induced stress
observed in experiments.

Another advantage of the developed kinetic theory of photo-
isomerization is its ability to predict the number fraction of cis-
isomers of azo-chromophores. As an example, Fig. 12 shows the
time dependences of the number fraction of cis-isomers at
different ratios between probabilities of trans–cis, PT, and cis–
trans, PC, photoisomerization processes. The factor PT/PC is
defined by the wavelength of the light: PT/PC o 1 and
PT/PC 4 1 correspond to the regions of visible and ultraviolet
light irradiation, respectively. One can see in Fig. 12 that under
ultraviolet light irradiation the number fraction of the cis-
isomers can reach significant values (50%), whereas under
visible light irradiation, the number of cis-isomers is suffi-
ciently low. In both cases, the angular-dependent photoisomer-
ization results in the significant ordering and deformation of
azopolymers. Theoretical predictions were compared with the
results of computer simulations157 using the same parameters
and scales. Fig. 12 shows excellent agreement between the
results of theory and computer simulations. Thus, good agree-
ment of the results of the proposed kinetic theory with both
computer simulations and experimental data, as discussed
above, demonstrates the great power of this approach to study
photo-ordering and deformation in azopolymers.

3 Application of the kinetic equations of photoisomerization to
azonetworks and azo-containing LC elastomers

Further development of the formalism based on the kinetic
equations of photoisomerization was its application to study
photo-ordering and deformation in cross-linked isotropic
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polymer azonetworks and for ordered azo-containing LC
elastomers.53,144,152 The proposed formalism relates the time
evolution of ordering and deformation of azopolymers with the
intensity of light, temperature and structural characteristics of
the material. In particular, increase in the intensity of light not
only increases the orientation anisotropy and the magnitude
of deformation but also accelerates the process of light-
induced ordering and deformation. An increase in the tem-
perature leads to a decrease in the magnitudes of light-induced
ordering and deformation of azopolymers in agreement with
experiments45 due to the decrease in the viscosity. An increase
in the strength of orientation LC interactions between rod-like
trans-isomers of chromophores, which is proportional to their
number density, amplifies the magnitude of the light-induced
deformation in azonetworks.

As an example, Fig. 13 illustrates the time evolution of the
order parameter %S averaged over trans- and cis-isomers with
varying dimensionless parameter a, which characterizes the
strength of the orientation LC interactions according to
eqn (27). It can be seen that the higher is a, the higher is the
initial value of %S at t = 0 due to the deeper LC state at stronger
LC interactions. Irradiation with light with the polarization
vector E parallel to the nematic director n results in a decrease
in %S, which even changes its sign due to the reorientation of the
chromophores perpendicular to E. Increasing the strength of
the LC interactions a leads to an increase in the absolute value
of the order parameter %S at long times due to the higher
intensity of the LC interactions.

Fig. 14 shows the time dependence of the elongation ratio l
of azobenzene-containing LC polymer networks at varying
structural parameters a and q, the latter is defined by
eqn (19). One can see that polymer networks demonstrate
either expansion (l 4 1) or contraction (l o 1) under irradia-
tion with light, if the azo-chromophores are oriented perpendi-
cular (q = �0.5) or parallel (q = 1) to the backbone of the

network strands, respectively. Change of the sign of deforma-
tion depending on the molecular architecture of LC azonet-
works was confirmed experimentally.26 Moreover, increase in
the strength of LC interactions a amplifies the magnitude of
light-induced deformation. This result justifies experimentally
used method based on incorporation of LC mesogenic units,
which amplify the intensity of orientation interactions, for the
construction of azo-materials with high amplitudes of photo-
deformation.25–29 Depending on the orientation distribution of
azo-chromophores with respect to the main chains, azonet-
works can demonstrate either expansion or contraction with
respect to the polarization vector of light in agreement with
experiments.26,127

Thus, the proposed approach based on the angular-
dependent kinetics of photoisomerization can be applied to
describe photo-mechanical behaviour of azopolymers of var-
ious structures, including azonetworks and azo-containing LC
polymers. In the framework of such an approach the effect of
dilution of azo-containing LC polymers by bent cis-isomers is
explicitly taken into account.

Fig. 12 The number fraction of cis-isomers FC as a function of time at
different ratios between probabilities of trans–cis, PT, and cis–trans, PC,
photoisomerization. Stochastic jumps from trans- to cis-state and back
are taken to be the same: hsin2 wiTC = hsin2 wiCT = 0.16. The time t0 is given
in units of the computer simulations157 t

0
rot ¼ 1=2D0 ¼ 80. Reproduced

from ref. 53 with permission from American Chemical Society, copyright
2017.

Fig. 13 Time dependences of the average order parameter %S at different
strengths of LC interactions a and at fixed all other physical parameters:
PC/PT � P̃C = 1, D/PT � D̃ = 2 � 10�2, w = 201. The units of time: tT = 1/PT.
Adapted from ref. 144. Copyright 2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 14 Same as Fig. 13 but for the elongation ratio l of azobenzene-
containing LC polymer networks. Reproduced from ref. 144. Copyright
2017 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Conclusions

As the name suggests, the azopolymers consist of two compo-
nents: polymer chains and azo-chromophores attached to
them. The detailed overview of theoretical concepts proposed
to describe photoinduced deformations in glassy azopolymers
reveals a common but rather peculiar tendency. In some
studies, the presence of polymer chains is completely ignored
and all theoretical developments de facto take place in a
vacuum state. In other studies, the polymer matrix is viewed
as a homogeneous, low-viscosity medium. Optical gradient
theories provide an extreme example here, as the sole role of
azo-chromophores is to liquefy the polymer matrix and to
modulate the refractive index. Starting from the models of
anisotropic diffusion, the azobenzenes are considered the main
and only actor. Different hypotheses are put forward about the
driving mechanism but the molecular architecture of azopoly-
mers is still ignored. This is in contrast to the theoretical
concepts that have been proposed to describe the macroscopic
deformations in azonetworks, which can probably be explained
by the fortunate circumstance that the latter concepts were
originally developed by polymer physicists.89 There, the two-
constituent structure of azonetworks and the intrinsic coupling
between the azo-chromophores and polymer backbones are
explicitly taken into account.

Another interesting observation is that the process of azo-
benzene reorientation is largely underestimated or simply
ignored in most theoretical models, even those describing
macroscopic deformation of azonetworks. However, it is pre-
cisely this process that is strongly dependent on the polariza-
tion of the light, which would not only explain the inscri-
ption of the polarization gratings, but also the deformation
under homogeneous irradiation, i.e. without optical gradients.
At this point, we should pay tribute to real pioneers such
as Pederson et al.64 and Bublitz et al.65 who recognized the
crucial importance of the reorientation processes. The only
ingredient missing in early orientation approaches is the
coupling of azo-chromophores to polymer scaffolds. The latter
was introduced in the modern orientation approach, which is
based on the concept of orientation potential developed in
our group.

The introduction of the orientation potential was justified by
extracting the orientation distribution of azo-chromophores
from kinetic equations of the photoisomerization process.
The time evolution of this distribution was found to be the
same as under the action of an effective potential, that reorients
chromophores perpendicular to the light polarization. Assum-
ing that azo-chromophores are rigidly coupled to the backbone
segments, the time-dependent reorientation of the polymer
backbones can be calculated for different molecular architec-
tures (e.g., main- and side-chain polymers). It has been shown
that the light-induced stress arises from the alignment of
polymer backbones along the polarization direction/plane in
the case of linearly/circularly polarized light. This stress is on
the order of 100 MPa and can cause noticeable photodeforma-
tions even in the glassy azopolymers. The appearance of a

whole superficial pattern depends on the local distribution of
stress and imposed boundary conditions.

The proposed orientation approach and its generalization,
which exploits the angular-dependent kinetics of photoisome-
rization, are able to explain the photoinduced ordering and
deformation observed experimentally in azopolymers of broad
classes. In particular, as shown in the present review, the
modern orientation approach can be used to reasonably well
describe key features of the inscription of SRGs onto surfaces of
glassy azopolymer films. The height of gratings is strongly
influenced by the initial orientation state of the azo-
chromophores and polymer backbones (isotropic, in-plane or
out-of-plane), and for SS gratings even the phase can be
reversed. The highest inscription efficiency typically observed
for polarization patterns can be explained by a larger average
photosoftening compared to that induced by intensity patterns.
The peculiar structures at the edges of scratched films are
completely consistent with the main directions of the light-
induced stress tensor.

Directional photodeformations of glassy crosslinked and
uncrosslinked azopolymers, photo-ordering and deformation
of azo-containing LC polymers are also well explained. The
direction of photodeformation was found to be highly sensitive
to the orientation distribution of the azo-chromophores around
the network strands. Therefore, molecular architecture of azo-
polymers can be tuned to observe expansion/contraction of a
sample along the light polarization direction or concave/con-
clave bending. The elliptically polarized light or strong LC
interactions can cause biaxial alignment and thus biaxial
deformation in azonetworks.

The great predictive power of the modern orientation
approach proves that the main driving force for photoinduced
ordering, deformation and mass transport in azopolymers is
caused by the reorientation of polymer chains with respect to
the polarization direction of light. With this, we claim that the
puzzle of superficial photopatterning is finally understood and
the orientation approach is ready for its implementation for major
azopolymer classes. The universality of the orientation approach
and its predictive power to describe the photo-alignment and
deformation in azopolymers of various structures open up a
possibility to generalize and apply it for broader classes of azo-
containing materials, such as molecular glasses,135,158,159

azobenzene-functionalized dendrimers160 and brushes,156

azobenzene-decorated plasmonic particles,161,162 etc.
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